
I joined SCCA in 2010.  My primary interest is autocross, but I have participated in rally 
cross and road rally (I especially love the social rallys).  I became Solo Chair in 2013 after 
having been Timing and Scoring chief.  I have also held different positions within our Board 
of Directors, Membership Chair and Secretary.  When I’m not doing things with SCCA, my 
full time job is a Merchandising and Inventory Manager with PetSmart.
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Goals:  What should you get out of this presentation? 
I want to show you importance of having a budget
I want to teach you how to create different types of budgets
And I want you to think about what type of budget is best for your region
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o Every region within the SCCA and the National Office take in money from 
members and non-members
 Each region receives dues yearly from each member
 If a region is hosting events you are most likely taking an entry fee of 

some kind
o Regions will handle thousands of member and non-member dollars every year
o Who is responsible for those funds?

 Now I’m sure you all of a treasurer, and it’s their job to track the funds.  
However, it is not their sole job to decide the happenings of the money.  
This fall on the shoulders of the regions Board of Directors and the 
Program Directors.

o Where does it go?
o What is it used for?

 Are the funds going to purchase new equipment for programs, helping 
fund club day outs, year-end trophies for programs.

o Are we using the funds to the benefit of the membership?
 Having a budget and planning out the years expenses and incomes helps 
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assure member dues/entry fees are being used to benefit the members
o As region leaders we are responsible for all of the memberships money and we 

need to make educated decisions on what we are doing with that money
o Without a budget we are essentially making guesses and “gambling” with 

membership dollars.  If members don’t feel we are responsibly handing their 
investments into the club, they could remove future investments and leave the 
club/events
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o The main categories of budgets regions will deal with are Annual Region 
Budget, Program Budgets and Event Budgets

o For some regions using one type of budget may be sufficient as they only have 
one competition program funding the club and can combine this with 
membership dues

o I feel that a properly established and executed budget for regions hosting 
multiple types of events needs to utilize all of the different budget options

o Budgets can be created in different formats as well
 I prefer to use an Excel spreadsheet so I can continue to add information 

and have it figure where I am within my budget as I go
 Others prefer pre-made sheets that are filled out by hand or on the 

computer
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o This budget will generally look at the entire income from each program, as well 
as the income received from membership dues. 

o Some regions will consider this an Administration Budget and focus mainly on 
the membership dues as income
 This allows the individual programs to use their income for their own 

program’s growth
o A region budget will look at things like the annual awards banquet, whether the 

region is paying for members to go to convention, printing of the club 
publication, as well as how each individual program does as a whole
 If you are starting a new program you can expect a deficit for the first 

year or two and may rely on another program that does well every year 
to help balance that
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This annual budget is using a pre-fillable form.  They have it looking at current year budget 
and what the previous year budget and actual numbers were.  This could also be 
considered a program budget, but is a good example of a region budget for region that 
would host only one type of competition program.

The budget is broken down into categories and then lists specific expenses of that.  What 
this budget doesn’t show is projected income from dues and events, but it does have the 
section to fill this out and track if the club ends up with a deficit at the end of the year.
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Here is an example of an Administration Budget.  This one is fairly detailed breaking things 
down by month, and having categories of where income is coming from and where 
expenses are.

This is showing projected income of membership dues which you would generally come up 
with by looking at years past and either holding those numbers steady or try to predict 
growth/loss of membership.
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This is showing the Actual numbers for the same projected budget.  The is all of the same 
excel worksheet so that you can compare as you go.

As you can see there were some unexpected expenses that popped up, which can always 
happen but should still be logged.  This way you can try to plan for those potential 
happenings in your next years budget.
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o This budget will look at the income and expense of an individual program 
o Income and expenses can be broken down as yearly totals, or down to the 

individual event
 Some yearly expenses are 

 Bus insurance
 New Cones
 General equipment maintenance

 Some event specific expenses are
 Ice
 Toilets
 Santion and Insurance
 Tents or dumpsters 
 Food provided

o Why use a Program Budget?
 You can use your program budget to help you determine the cost of your 

events.  This way you aren’t overcharging or undercharging for your 
events.
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 Determine if you will be able to buy that new equipment upgrade to 
better your program.

 Be able to determine large expenses and have the budget voted on at the 
beginning of the year.  This will save time later if a large expense comes 
up.  If it is within your budget than there is no need to revote on the 
expense at a Board Meeting.
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Here is an example of a simple fill in form.  You don’t have to be fancy with your budgets.  
As long as you have a way of keeping track of things is what’s important.  It .breaks things 
down into different expense types for the program.  Again this is only showing the 
projected expenses and it is generally nice to see what you would expect for an income as 
well to see how you stand as a whole for the entire year.
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This program budget breaks things down by event.  Entry totals are determined by 
attendance from last years comparable events and take in to account if there was bad 
weather in that year or not.

Each event has different expenses.  Some you’ll go through more water.  Larger events you 
may want to rent a tent and dumpster.  What nice with using Excel is that I can go in and 
change the entry fee for an event within the formula line and it will update the entire 
spreadsheet to account for that change.  This way if you have an event that the venue cost 
is much higher than others you can see how potential fee adjustments can change that. 

You can even make this even more detailed by showing the Entry Fee and number of 
Entries as separate lines that get calculated to the dollar totals. 

Below you see more yearly expenses or just general non-event specific expenses.  

Then it notes whether the program will end the year with either a surplus or deficit, which 
is better terminology here that profit/loss since we are a not-for-profit organization.
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This is an example of a Track Event annual budget.  The program was hosting two events 
that year.  You can see very nicely the Projected and Actual right next to each other.
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o Each event has different expected incomes and expenses depending on 
location and type of event.

o This will help you determine potential change of entry fee for a certain event.
o Event recaps are a great way to see how the event did compared to your 

budget
o Event recaps can be very basic or you can go very in depth

 Walk ups vs Pre register
 Member vs Non member
 Payment type
 Different event expenses

o Will need to assure the registration chair records fees/entries correctly to make 
the detailed recap accurate
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Here is an event budget for a multi day event.  This shows how many entrants they expect 
to have and the entry costs associated with those.  Then below the have the expected 
insurance costs, track rental, and supplies for that event.

This shows columns for previous year event, current year event budget and then a column 
to fill in after the event to see how it compares to what was expected.
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This event recap is very basic.  It’s only looking at the total dollars taken in and the dollars 
going out.  This is good for see the overall success of the event, but it really doesn’t tell you 
much more.  By adding more detail to the recap you can see trends on pre-reg numbers 
and how people are paying.
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Here’s an example of the more detailed recap.  This breaks things down into Pre-Reg, Pre-
Pay, how they paid, and discounts applied.

This is definitely where you need to make sure you have a detailed and organized 
registration chair and workers.
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o After seeing some different options, what do you think will benefit your region 
the most?

o Does anyone use a different method to budget their event/region?
o What works for you?
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